Calderdale Learning Disabilities Partnership Board @ Incredible Aqua Garden 1.5.14
We now have Action Points that people need to take.
The Action Points and names of the people will be highlighted in red. There will be a list of the Action Points at the
beginning of the notes.
The notes of the meetings will be shorter, hopefully people read them!
Let us know what you think of the new style.
LDPB email group
David will work with Dean, Janet and Dawn to ensure that everyone is on our list of contacts who needs to be
Employement Info
Davd will talk to Dawn about inviting an Employment Advisor to a future LDPB meeting
Planned changes to hospital services
There are public meetings which people should try and attend to find out about the planned changes. A list of these is
with these notes. Go to the meetings and if these are not accessible let them know.
Purple Patch Arts Open Day
There is an open event for Purple Patch on Tues 13th May 10am-1pm at the Orange Box in Halifax, details and forms
with these notes
Personal Health Budgets
Karen M to invite the Personal Budget Lead hopefully to the June LDPB
Bus Passes
ALL Bus passes do not need signing by a GP for those who are known to services. Customer Services at Calderdale
should be aware of this.
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CaLDer Info and Support Hub
A tender process has been put in place for the Hub, people can still get involved in the process of selection for who will
run the Hub. Talk to Karen M and Angela if you are interested
Halifax Centric meetings/events/organisations
Meeting again highlighted that events taking place in Halifax making it harder for people from elsewhere in the borough to
attend.
Acessible Banking Info
ALL an easy read resource about banking attached
Rights, Choices and Keeping Safe training
ALL let David know if you think this is a good idea and something we should do. David can seek funding for the training.
Learning Disability Week
The week needs to link all the ongoing work together until the CaLDer Hub is off the ground it probably makes sense to
wait a while
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